
Goal 8. Decent work and economic growth.
«Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable 

economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work for all».



Exhibition of literature and periodicals on 
occupational safety and health

The Central Scientific Library of Karazin

University has opened an exhibition featuring

literature and periodicals on occupational safety

and health.

The exhibits include 13 issues of the scientific

and production journal "Occupational Health and

Safety", various manuals on occupational health

and safety in various fields of activity (in medical

institutions, in educational processes) and other

scientific textbooks. The collection of regulatory

documents "Legislation of Ukraine on Labor

Protection" is also available.

https://karazin.ua/en/news/vystavka-literatury-ta-nbsp-

periodychnykh-vydan-z-nbsp-pytan/
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Karazin career week was held 
at the university

On April 17-21, 2023, Karazin University held its annual

Karazin career week online.

Karazin career week is an event for students who want to

take the first step towards their career.

With the support of the Career Development Center,

Karazin University Schools and Research Institutes organized

about 100 career guidance events involving leading specialized

organizations, employers and successful graduates.

As part of Karazin career week, students had the

opportunity to communicate with representatives of such well-

known companies and institutions as PrivatBank, SoftServe,

GlobalLogic, Data Art, Sigma Software, NIX, Ernst&Young,

Epam, Ranok Publishing House, YermilovCenter for

Contemporary Art, etc.

https://karazin.ua/news/v-nbsp-

universyteti-proishov-tyzhden-

kariery-karazin-career/
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World Day for Safety and Health at Work

On April 28, Ukraine and more than a hundred countries around

the world celebrate World Day for Safety and Health at Work.

The right to work in safe and healthy conditions is enshrined in

the Constitution of Ukraine. The World Day for Safety and Health at

Work in Ukraine was established to draw public attention to

occupational safety and health issues. After all, the value of the results

of any labor activity cannot be higher than the value of an employee's

health and life.

At the initiative of the International Labor Organization, the World

Day for Safety and Health at Work in 2023 is being held under the

motto "A Safe and Healthy Working Environment as a Fundamental

Principle and Right at Work".
Since the beginning of the full-scale russian invasion of Ukraine, the issue of occupational safety

has taken on new importance. Thousands of businesses continue to operate despite additional daily

risks and challenges, as organizing occupational safety and health under martial law is a daunting task.

Karazin University has faced many challenges, but the university continues to operate. All

activities related to occupational safety and health are carried out in full, including certification of

workplaces, scheduled training of employees, medical examinations of university employees working in

hazardous conditions, and timely recharging of fire extinguishers.

https://karazin.ua/en/news/vsesvitnii
-den-okhorony-pratsi-1/
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